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Let .P ~ a be irreducible over F with char ri m and let (I be a root of s”’ ~~ U. 
The purpose of this paper is to study the lattice of subfields of F(u)/F and to this 
end C(F(a)/F. k) is defined to be the number of subfields of F(u) of degree k over 
F. C(F(a)/F.p”) is explicitly determined for p a prime and the following structure 
theorem for the lattice of subfields is proved. Let N be the maximal normal subfield 
of F(a) over F and set rr= IN: F]. then C(F(u)/F.k)= C’(F(a)/F, (k. )I))= 
C(N/F, (k, n)). The irreducible binomials .Y’ - b. .Y’ ~ c are said to be equivalent if 
there exist roots /I’ = 6, 1“ = a such that F(/l) = F(y). All the mutually inequivalent 
binomials which have roots in F(u) are determined. Finally these results are applied 
to the study of normal binomials and those irreducible binomials .y”’ - a which are 
normal over F (char F # 2) together with their Galois groups are characterized. 
1. INTRODUCTION: RESULTS AND NOTATION 
Let L/F be a finite field extension. In this paper we shall study the lattice 
of subfields of the extension L/F, in the special case where L = F(u), a a 
root of the irreducible xm - a, where char Fl;m. 
In the following, if K 3 F, then by a subfield of K we shall mean a 
subfield of K that contains F. 
Let C(F(u)/F, k) be the number of subfields of F(u) of degree k over F, 
and let N c F(a) be the maximal normal subfield over F. 
We begin Section 2 by characterizing the extensions F(cz)/F with 
C(F(a)/F, k) = 1 for all k 1 m. We next show that the function C for N/F 
completely determines the function C for F(u)/F. To be more precise. let 
II = [N : F], then we shall show that 
C(F(a)/F, k)= C(F(u)/F.(k, n))= C(N/F. (ku)). 
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In Section 2 we also determine C(F(a)/F,$‘), for p an odd prime. To 
determine C(F(a)/F, 2.“) is a bit more involved. In order to do this we have 
to study those extensions F(a)/F, m = 2,“, where F(a)/F is a normal 
extension. Gay [ 1, 21 has studied these extensions and characterized the 
possible degrees 2’ and the form that a must have in order that F(c!)/F be 
normal. 
In Section 3 we study those normal extensions F(a)/F, where m = 2’ and 
char F # 2. We are able to generalize Gay’s results, for the case m = 2’ and 
char F # 2, and also determine the corresponding Galois groups. Using the 
Galois group we are then able to compute C(F(a)/F, 2’). 
In returning to the general case of the lattice of the subfields of F(a) it is 
easy to see that not every subfield of F(a) is a radical extension. ‘Thus a 
natural question arises: Which of these subfields are of the form F(b’“)) and 
how is b related to a? 
In the case when k = m, this question has already been studied in [ 4. 101. 
In relation to this question Gerst 14) has made the following definition: Let 
xm -a, .P - b be irreducible over F, then we say that Y” -a, xrn -- b are 
equivalent if there exist roots am = a, p” = b such that F(a) = F(P). Schinzel 
[ 101 has characterized when two irreducible binomials are equivalent. 
In Section 4. we determine all of the mutually inequivalent binomials 
which have roots in F(a), thereby generalizing the above results of Schinzel. 
Before proceeding further with the study of the lattice of subfields we shall 
make some firm conventions which will be in force throughout this paper. 
In equations, small latin letters shall denote elements from .F. The 
binomial .P - a is irreducible with root a and char Fkm, & will denote a 
primitive kth root of unity, Z, denotes the cyclic group with 1 elements. and 
for a prime p, p” 11 n means p’ / n, p’+ ’ jn. For two sets A and B, A\B = 
(aEA.a& B). 
We shall let N denote the maximal normal subfield of F(a) over F and 
II = 1 N : F 1. the degree of N over F. 
2. THE LATTICE OF SUBFIELDS 
For fi algebraic over F, let O,@) denote the order of p in the quotient 
group F(J3)*/F*. For convenience, we state the following lemma which 
appears as Lemma 1.5 of 13 1. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let O,@) < co. IJ for every prime p diciding 0, @) Ir’e 
have that cz, & F(P)\F, then IF(p) : FI = 0,.(/l). 
If C(L/F, k) = 1, for every li 1 [L : FI, then we say that L/F has the unique 
subfield property, abbreviated, usp. We begin the study of the lattice of 
subfields by characterizing those extensions F(a)/F with the usp. 
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THEOREM 2.1. The field extension F(a)/F has the unique subfield 
property iff 
(i) for every odd prime p, p / m, <,, 6? F(u)\F, and 
(ii) if4 1 m, then [, 6? F(a)\F. 
ProoJ Assume F(a)/F has the usp. 
Let p be an odd prime, p 1 m. Then [F(am”‘) : F] =p. If <,, E F(a), then 
since F(a)/F has the usp, we have that F(a”“/‘) = F(&,ar”‘), so [, E F(cc”““), 
which in turn implies that &, E F since (IF(&) : F],p) = 1. Thus [,, & F(a)\F. 
If 4 1 m and [, E F(a)\F, then F(a”‘) = F([,), since these are both 
quadratic subfields of F(a) and F(a)/F has the usp. Thus, F(a”‘)/F is a 
normal extension with Galois group Z, @ Zz (see Theorem 2.2 of [ 1 1 ] ), so 
F(a) 2 F(a”‘) would contain three distinct quadratic subfields, contradicting 
the assumption that F(a)/F has the usp. Thus [, 6? F(a)\F. 
Now, assume (i) and (ii) and let F(a) I> K. Set I= min{k : k 1 m and 
ah E K}. Then O,(a) = 1 and F(a) 13 K 3 F(a’). However, for every odd 
prime p 1 I, we have that [, @ F(a)\K and if 4 / 1, then [, c?! F(cc)\K. Thus we 
have, by Lemma 2.1, that [F(a) : K] = 1. So we have that [F(a) : Kj = I= 
!F(a) : F(a’)l, and K I F(a’). This implies that K = F(a’), so K is 
unique. I 
THEOREM 2.2. Let .9 = { p : pl m and iz,, E F(a)\F} and set P = 
2 'rI,,.y p zj- 2 E ,4, or P= rIpE,yp, if 2 @ Y. Then F(a)/F([,) has the 
USP. 
Proof: Let N be the maximal normal subfield of F(u), with n = IN : F]. 
Then [, E F(a) and F(&,) = F(a ,“), where s = [F([,,) : FI, by Theorem 1 of 
191. Thus the Galois group of F(<,,) is either Z, or Z? @ Z, >. by 
Theorem 2.2 of 11 1 I. 
If the Galois group is Z, then F(<,,)/F has the usp, so F(&,)= F(u)” ‘). 
where f = [ F([,) : FI. If the Galois group is Zz @ Z, ?. then [, E F([,, )\F. 
again by Theorem 2.2 of [ 111. Then F(am” )= F(i,). by Theorem 1.8 of 131. 
so F([,) 2 F(&,) I F([,) and F([,,)/F(<,) has the usp since the Galois group 
is Z>,?. Thus, F(&,) = F(amif). 
Hence, in all cases F(&,) = F(a”“), so a satisfies the irreducible binomial 
.~ vi I - (xnl’t over F(&,). By Theorem 2.1. since <,,, E F(a) implies [?,, E F(<,,), 
we have that F(a)/F(c,,) has the usp. 1 
We next want to show that every subfield of F(a) is made up of subfields 
of prime power order. We first prove a lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let F(u) 1 K andp’ / IF’(u) : F], krhere p is an odd prime. ij‘ 
pk (K(tr”’ “’ ) : K 1. then u”““‘& E K. for some i. 
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Proof: Set /I = am@ and let f(x) = Ir@, K). Clearly. f(x) / .P’ - a, so 
f(s) = ny- ,(,x - p({,,).‘~), where q = [Kv) : K], and the constant term of 
f(x) is /Y’<z, E K, for some e. Since (q, p) = 1, we have that uq = 1 $- yp’, so 
(J”$,)” = p’ tYpr<if, = /?uY[~~ E K and since aY E F c K, this implies that 
PC;: E K. 1 
THEOREM 2.3. Let F(a) I K with [K : F] =p:’ . . . py\. Then for each i. 
there exists a subfield Ki of K such that [Ki : F] =p)‘l and K = K, ‘.. K,. 
Further, (a) ifp, is odd then there exists a j, depending on i, such that Ki = 
F(u m”P:“~~~i) and (b) if p, = 2, then K, is the unique subfield of degree p;” 
oL)er F in’K. 
Proof: Letp’/I [K: F].p an odd prime and set fi = a”““. with p’ q = Ok@). 
If I= 0, then F(am”“) c K. Thus, we may assume that I > 0. 
Let vz = m,p@, (m,,p) = 1. Now, 0,(/Y-‘) =p. If [K@‘) : K] ==p, then 
]K(a”“) : K] =peer+‘, which implies that pe+’ 1 [K(a”‘) : F] 1 [F(a) : F] 1 m, 
a contradiction. Thus, [K(pp’ ‘) : K] <p and this implies that KI/?” ‘) = 
K([,,). Set T= K(&,) and p” = O,@). If I’ > 0, then IT@” ‘) : T] = p, so 
]T(a”l) : T] =ppm’+“, and thus p”“’ / ]T(a”‘l) : F] 1 IF(a) : F]. a 
contradiction. Thus, I’ = 0, that is. K(P) = K($). Thus we have that 
p,+ ] K(amIP’) : K], so by Lemma 2.2 we have that am “‘cl,, E K, for some j 
depending on p. 
Let m = m,2’, (m,,, 2) = 1. Set /I’ = (;l”“l and T= F(/l) n El. with 
2’ = 1 T: F] and 2’ 11 ]K : F]. Of course we want to show that t =f: 
It is clear that O#) = 0,Cp) = 2’. If [, @ F(J?)\T, then <, 6? K(/l)\K, so 
2’= IK@) : K] = IF($) : T]. But IF(p) : F] = 2”, so IF(P) : F] = 2’= 2”’ 
and 2” /I ]K(P) : F] = 2” “; thus 2” = 2” r, sof= t. 
If <, E F(P)\T, then replace K by K([,) and then T(<,) = K([,)n F(J). 
Now apply the above argument to T(<,) and K(c,). 
It is obvious that F(J?) is the maximal subfield of F(a) with degree a power 
of 2 over F and F(P) contains every subfield of F(a) whose degree over F is 
a power of 2. This shows that the degree of a compositum of subfields whose 
degrees are powers of 2 is again a power of 2. Thus K, is unique. 1 
For any field L, let co,(L. s) be the number of sth roots of unity in L, 
where char Lts. That is. w(L, s) is the number of distinct roots of X’ -- 1 in 
L. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let p’ j m, p an odd prime. Then 
(i) ifi, & F(a)\F, then C(F(a)/F,p’) = 1. 
(ii) if i,, E F(a)\F, th en C(F(a)/F, p’) = w(F(a). p’). 
ProoJ Let m=m,p’, (ml,p)= 1. If F(a)xK. where ]K:F]=p’, then 
by Theorem 2.3, there exists an i such that K = F(a’“‘p’<~,). 
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If &, 6? F(a), then CL’ = 1 so K is unique. 
If i, E F, then O,j$) = p’, for some 1 < t. Then by Theorem A of [ 3 1 we 
have f”‘, = c(aml)P’ . Thus a”‘lP’<,i, = c(~“‘I)/“ ‘(amml)P” ’ = c(a”~)~’ ‘+P” ’ = 
C(ayp’, with r=p’ ‘+ 1. 
Thus, K = F(u”‘“‘/$) = F(cL”“@) = F((a’)“‘P’), so K is unique. that is. 
C(F(a)/F. p’) = 1. 
Now suppose that ip E F(a)\F. Then the maximum number of fields with 
[K : F] = p’ is w(F(a),p’) by Theorem 2.3. If F(a”““‘$) = F(am’p’$,). 1 < j, 
j<p’, i#j, then [, E F(a”‘“‘[~,), which is a contradiction since 
IF([,) : F] $p’. Thus the m(F(a),p’) fields of degree p1 are all distinct, that is. 
W’(a)/F,p’) = @‘(a),~‘). 1 
Recall that N is the maximal normal subfield of F(a) and II= [N : F]. By 
Theorem 2.2 we have that N = F(a”“). 
THEOREM 2.4. Let F(a)xK and set d=(IK:FJ,n), then 
IKf’ N: F] = d. Further, (i) if n / [K : FI, then K is the unique subfield of 
F(a) of degree [K : F] ouer F. and (ii) if IK : FI 1 II, then Kc N. 
Proof: We first consider the case m = 2’. Set n = 2h. If <, & F(a)\F. then 
F(a)/F has the usp, and the result is obvious. So we may assume that 
i, E F(a)\F. Again, F(a)/F(I,) has the usp, so if i, E K, then K is unique. 
Thus, we may assume that [, & K. Let [K : F] = 2’, then K([,) = F(a”’ ’ ‘). 
Let us first consider the case s < k. We wish to show that Kc N. 
Let K n N = F(0) and define 
2’ = min(2’ : 2’ 1 2’ and a” E K}, 
2h = max(2’ : 2’ 12” and K c F(a”)t. 
Clearly, h = e - s - 1 and since F(a”’ ‘) = F([,) Q? K, we have that I= e. 
Since (2’. k, 2’) = 2’+” = (2rPk, 2’-“- ‘) we have that K = F(B, al’) = F(8); 
thus Kc N (that K = F(0, a”‘) is obtained by a slight generalization of 
Theorem 2 of [9 1, that is, by replacing F(<,) by F(u”‘) in Theorem 2 of 191). 
If s > k. then [K(&) : F] = 2’+’ > 2k. However, K([,) =F(a” ’ ‘) and 
O,(a 
?‘~‘- ‘) = 2’t 1. But K(a”’ ’ ‘)/K is normal, since it is quadratic; hence 
by Theorem 3 of 191, we have that [z5,1 E F(a), which contradicts the 
maximality of N, since s + 1 > k. Thus, if s > k, c, E K so K is unique. 
Now, let us return to the general situation. Write n = 2kn,,, (2, n,,) = 1, 
IK : FI = s = ~‘Is,,, (so, 2) = 1. Of course, if F(a’/“‘) is the maximal normal 
subfield of F(a”“) then 2h 11 n and F(a”“) c N. 
Let K, be the unique subfield of K with 2” = [K, : FI. If e, <k. then 
K, c F(a “2^) c N, by the preceding case (m = 2’). If e, > k, then 
K, 1 F(u”“) and K, is the unique subfield of F(a) of degree 2”’ over F. 
Let p’ 11 IK : FI, p odd. Then, for some j, am’P’c$,r E K. If p’ / II, then 
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a”““‘$, E N, so p’ / [K n N : F]. If p” / n,, c < t, then (am’p’ib,)p’ ’ = 
am!P“cJp, E N; thus p’ 1 [N n K : F]. 
Thus, we have shown that if d = ([K : F], n), then d = [K n N : F ]. 
Now, suppose n 1 [K : F), then K 2 F(Q’/“) 3 F(&,), so K is unique, by 
Theorem 2.2. 
Assertion (ii) follows trivially from the first part of the theorem. I 
LEMMA 2.3. Let F(a) ZJ K, [K : F] = cp’. (c,p) = 1. p odd. Then there 
exist subfields T,, T, of K with [T, : F] = c, [ Tz : F] =p’. I’ &,66 K, then 
T,. T, are the unique subfields of K of degree c and p’, respecticely. 
ProoJ: By Theorem 2.3, Tz = F(a mip’$) for some i with $, E F(a), 
1 < i <p’. If amlP’i$ E K, 1 <j <p’, i fj, then this would imply that &, E K, 
contrary to assumption. Hence Tz is unique. 
Let c= 2’lc,, (2, c,) = 1 and let K, be the unique (by Theorem 2.3) 
subfield of K of degree 2” over F. Then since [K : T, ] =p’, p odd where 
[T, : F] = c and T, c K, we must have that K, c T, and by Theorem 2.3, we 
have that T, = K,(a”“‘l<i.,). If T, c K with [T, : F] = c, then the above 
argument applied to T3 yields T3 = K1(ami“l~~.,), with 1 <j, I< c,. If 
T, # T,. then T, T, # T, . However, T, T, = T,({i,,), so T, T,/T, is an abelian 
extension. Also K/T, is of degree p’ and K/T, has the usp by Theorem 2.1. 
Thus T, T, = T,((a m’P’$)P’ “) = T,(am’pd&.), where p” = [T, T, : ‘r, I. But 
the extension being normal implies that & E T, Ti c K, contradicting the 
assumption that cp 65 K. Thus T, = T,, so T, is unique. 1 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let cp’ / m. p odd and (c,p) = 1 and suppose that s is 
the number of subfields of F(a) of degree c orzr F which do not contain c,,. 
Then the number of subfields of degree cp' bchich do not contain &, is 
so(F(a). p'). 
Proof. Let L, ,.... L, be all of the subfields of F(a) of degree L’ over F 
with &, 6? Li. Let T, ,..., TW, LC) = w(F(a),p’) be those subfields of F(a) of 
degree p' over F. Then by Lemma 2.3, Li, T,, = Li,T. _ .I?’ iff i, = iz. j, = jz. 
Thus, the Corollary follows. 1 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let k / m and let k = k, kz, where k, is the maximal 
divisor of k with (k,, n) = 1 (n is the degree of the maximal normal subfield 
of F(a)). Then C(F(a)/F, k) = C(F(a)/F, kJ. 
Proof: If p 1 k,, then $, & F(a), so if p’ jl k,, then w(F(a),p’) = 1. Write 
k = p’k, . Then, by Corollary 2.2, C(F(a)/F, k) = C(F(a)/F, k,) w(F(a), p’) = 
W(a)lF, W 
The corollary now follows easily by inducting on the number of prime 
factors of k, . 1 
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THEOREM 2.5. Let N be the maximal normal subfield of F(a) bvith 
n = IN : Fj. For k ) m set d = (k, n). Then C(F(a)/F, k) = C(F(a)/F, d) = 
C(N/F, 4. 
Proof: We first prove the following: Let n =p’n,,, (p, n,) = 1 and 
suppose that k =p’+‘k,, (P, k,) = 1. Then C(F(a)/F, p’ ’ ‘k,) = 
C(F(a)/F,p’k,). If t = 0, this follows from Corollary 2.3. Thus we may 
assume that t > 0 and I > 0. 
For b / m, set f,(b) = ](K c F(a): [K : F] = b and &, E K}l and g,(b) = 
1 (K c F(a): [K : F] = b and CD @ K)l. Thus C(F(a)/F, b) =f,(b) + g,(b). 
Since p’ /] n and I > 0, we have that &,,E N, &,,, , 6!! F(a), so pf = 
w(F(a),p’) = o(F(a),p”‘). Then by Corollary 2.2 we have gp(p’kO) = 
g,(kJ @‘(a),p’) =g,(kJ 4F(a),pft’) = gp(p’+‘kO). Hence, it only 
remains to show that f,(p’k,) =f,(p’+‘k,). 
Claim 1. Let IL : F] =p“k,, c>t, &EL, and TcL be such that 
[T : F] = k,, then L = T(amlpc). 
Proof of Claim 1. By Theorem 2.3 there exists L, c L such that 
pc = [L, : F]. First assume p = 2. If 2e /] m, then F(am’*‘) IL, I F(am’*‘), 
where F(am’*‘) is the max imal normal subfield of F(a”‘*‘), thus L, = F(am”‘), 
by Theorem 2.2. Thus L = L , . T = T(am’*“). 
For p odd, if &, E F, then C(F(a)/F, p’) = 1, so L, = F(amlp’) and L = 
L, . T = T(amlpr). If &, E L\F, then {, E T since (L : T] =pr. However, by 
Corollary 1.10 of [3], we have that F(&) = F(&,,) c T. By Theorem 2.3, L, = 
F(am’PC$,,)r so L = L, . T = T(am’pc$l) = T(am’pc) since &,, E T, and Claim 1 
is proven. 
Set f=f,(p’k,) and let L, ,..., L, be the f distinct subfields of F(a) of 
degree p’k, with &, E Li, 1 < i <f: Let Ti c Li be such that [ Ti : FJ = k,, . 
Then by Claim I, Li = Ti(amlp’). 
Let [L:F]=p”‘k,,, 1;,EL, TcL be such that [T:F]=k,. Then by 
Claim 1, L = T(amlp”‘) I T(amlp’ ) = Li, for some i. Hence Ti c L, so we 
may assume that L = Ti(a m’p’ “). This shows thatf(p” ‘k,) <f =f(p’k,,). 
The proof will be complete provided we can show that Ti(am”“-‘) = 
TjCa m’p’i’) implies i =j. However. as in the proof of Lemma 2.3, we have 
that if Tj # Ti, then Ti Ti/Ti is an abelian extension of degree a power of p. 
Thus Ti Ti is contained in the maximal normal sub-extension of the extension 
Ti(a ““p”‘)/Ti. However, since &,, E F(a), c,, (, @ F(a), the maximal normal 
sub-extension of Ti(am’““‘)/Ti is Ti(amlp’). Hence, Ti T, c TJa”‘“‘). so 
T, c Ti(amlP’ ), which implies that Lj = Ti(amip’) = Ti(am,P ‘) = L,, so i = J’. 
This proves that C(F(a)/F, p/k,) = C(F(a)/F, p’ ’ ‘k,,), thus C(F(a)/F. k) = 
C(F(a)/F. d). However, d / n and by Theorem 2.4 we have that 
C(F(a)/F. d) = C(N/F, d). I 
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We would like to conclude this section by making some remarks about 
radical extensions in general. 
Theorem 2.5 reduces the computation of C(F(a)/F, k) to the normal case 
(studied in [ 1, 2, 7, 111). where C can be calculated by determining G = 
Gal(F(a”“)/F) and the number of subgroups of G of index k, though both 
are hard problems in general. 
However, Theorem 2.2 does allow us to say something about Gal(F(a)/F). 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let xm -a be normal and let P be defined as in 
Theorem 2.2 with f = [F(&,) : F]. Then G = Gal(F(a)/F) contains a cyclic 
normal subgroup H of index f such that G/Hz Z, @ Zr/z if 4 1 P and 4 /jI 
and G/H is cyclic otherwise. 
Proof. Since F(a)/F([,) is normal with the usp, let H = Gal(F(a)/F(&,)), 
then H is cyclic and G/H = Gal(F(&,)/F). The rest follows from 
Theorem 2.2 of [ 1 I]. I 
THEOREM 2.6. Let F(a)/F be normal with m = 2’m,, (2, mo) = 1 and let 
G = Gal(F(a)/F), H, = Gal(F(a)/F(a”“)), H, = Gal(F(a)/F(a“‘)). Then 
IH,l=m,, /H,] = 2’, H, is a normal subgroup of G, H, contains a cyclic 
normal subgroup of index 2 and G is a semi-direct product of H, and H1. 
Further ever-v p-Sylow subgroup of H, is cyclic. 
ProoJ Since F(amO) is the unique subfield of degree 2e, H, is normal. 
Further, since (I H, (, (H, 1) = 1, wehavethatH,nH,=l.AlsoG=H,.H,, 
so G is a semi-direct product of H, and H,. 
For G,, a p-Sylow subgroup of G, p odd, let F, be the fixed field of G,. 
Then 2’ /I [F, : F], which implies that F(a”O) c F,. Thus, G, c H, . 
Let pet 11 m, then &, E F(a). Since IF(a) : F,] =p”, we must have that 
<, E F,. However, F(a) = F,(a”““‘) and since c, E F,, we have that F(a)/F, 
has the usp. Thus G, = Gal(F/FD) is cyclic. 
Finally, we wish to prove that H, contains a cyclic subgroup of index 2. 
Now, a satisfies the irreducible binomial x2’ - a*’ over F(a*‘). If 
[, 66 F(a)\F, then F(a)/F(a*‘) has the usp, so Hz is cyclic. If [, E F(a)\F. 
then F(a”, [,) = F(a*‘-‘) and F(a)/F(a*“-I) has the usp; thus F(a)/F(a’” ‘) 
has cyclic Galois group. Thus, in either case, H, has a cyclic normal 
subgroup of index 2. I 
In [ 11, Gay studied normal radical extensions over real fields. For a real 
field we have that o(F, m) = 1 or 2, since the only roots of unity are k 1. If 
o(F, m) = 1 or 2, then we can say more about the group H,. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let F(a)/F be normal with m = 2’m0. (2, m,) == 1. and 
H, = Gal(F(a)/F(amn)). Zf o(F, m) = 2’. c > 0, then H, is cyclic. 
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Proof By Theorem 2.2, we have that F(&,,) = F(u~“), where 
r = [F([,) : Ft. If p 1 r, then F(i,) 2 F(a”““) and F(u’~‘“) is also abelian; thus 
[, E F. so p = 2 since o(F, m) = 2’. c > 0. Thus, F(<,,) ~F(rr”‘(~). so 
F(a)/F(amtl) has the usp; thus H, is cyclic. 1 
We have yet to calculate C(F(a)/F, 2’). By the above results we only have 
to calculate this function when F(a)/F is normal. In this case, Gal(F(a)/F) 
has a cyclic normal subgroup of index 2, by Theorem 2.6. For frr := 2”. 
explicitly characterizing Gal(F(u)/F) is managable and this we shall do in 
the following section. 
3. NORMAL BINOMIALSX"-u AND THEIR GALOIS GROUPS 
Throughout this section m = 2’, x2 - n will be normal and G will denote 
the Galois group of F(a)/F. Let F* denote the multiplicative group of non 
zero elements and T(F(a)*/F*) the torsion subgroup of the quotient group 
F(a)*//*. For a prime p, T,(F(a)*/F*) denotes the subgroup of 
T(F(a)*/F*) whose elements have orders which are powers of p. 
If <, E F, then F(a)/F has the usp, so G is cyclic. Thus, we may assume 
that <, E F(a)\F. Then, H = Gal(F(a)/F([,)) is cyclic since F(a)/F(c,) has 
the usp, and G/H = Zz. If G is abelian, then G = Z,.. , @ Z:, by 
Theorem 2.2 of 1 I l 1. So, we shall assume that G is not abelian. Groups 
which have a cyclic subgroup of index 2 have been characterized (see p. 150 
of [ 12 I). There are four non-abelian groups of this kind and the following is 
the characterization. 
Let G = (A. B), where (G( = 2’ and (A) is a cyclic subgroup of order 
2’-‘. Then the four isomorphism types are given in the list Y : 
Y: (I) e > 3, A” ’ = 1. B’ = A”’ ‘, BAB -’ = A ‘. generalized 
quaternion group. 
(II) e>3,A2’-= 1. B* = 1, BAB-’ =A -‘, dihedral group. 
(III) e>4,A2’-‘= l,B*= I,BAB-‘=A-‘+*” ‘. 
(IV) e > 4, A”‘-’ = 1, B* zz l,BAB-’ =A’+“’ ‘. 
By the preceding remarks, we have that G is isomorphic to one of these 
groups, and in fact we shall show that each of these groups actually occurs 
as the Galois group, Gal(F(a)/F), for some a and some field F. 
Let v2, = C2, + C; ’ . For F, let T= max{ t: q2, E F} if the set is finite, 
otherwise set T = co. Note that rlzr = 0 and q2, = @. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that m = 2’. F(a)/F is normal. [, @ F. and 
IF(4&) : F] = 2, where e > 3. Let r be the non-tricial automorphism of 
F(I,,)/F. Then r([,,) = &.’ or -[,I. Further. 
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(a) ifizti, and <,’ are conjugates, then G is the dihedral group, 
(b) if iIt, and -[;,I are conjugates, then G is the generalized 
quaternion. 
Proof: Since r(&<) cZk. is a root of unity in F, we must have that 
r(ip) ip = f 1, so r(ize) = ii;,‘. 
The group G = Gal(F(ar)/F) has 2’ automorphisms, which are given by 
Uj(U) = a& 0 < i < 2’ - 1. Clearly, (02) = Gal(F(a)/F([,)): thus (02) is 
cyclic of order 2’- I, and since u, @ (a*). the restriction of 0, to F(c:,) is r. 
Remarks (a) and (b) now follow as easy calculations. 1 
COROLLARY 3.1. Suppose m = 2’. F(u)/F is normal, <, 6? F, and 
[F([>,) : F] = 2, e > 3. If e < T, then G is the dihedral group. If T < CO, 
e= Tf 1 and C,vzrtl E F, then G is the generalized quaternion. 
Proof. If e < T, then q2P = ize + c,’ E F, so [2tir cZ&’ are conjugates and 
Lemma 3.1 then gives that G is the dihedral group. 
If e= T-t 1 and [j7]21+, E F, then [F(&,+,) : F\ = 2, and <,*,, -c:&’ are 
conjugates over F, so G is the generalized quaternion group. 1 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that m = 2e, e > 3, F(a)/F is normal, & Q F, and 
[, E F([,). Let G’ be the commutator of G, then G/G’ ? Zz @ Zz. 
Proof. Let K be the maximal abelian subfield of F(a), then [, E: K and 
K = F(a”), where 2” = [F(a) : K]. We shall show that s = e - 2 by showing 
that F(a”‘) is not abelian. By a Theorem of Schinzel (see Theorem 2.1 of 
[ 11 I), xx - a has abelian Galois group iff a* = bi, for some b, E F. Thus, 
a = *b:, however, a # bi since a @ F2; thus a = -by and x’ -a =x4 + 6: is 
reducible since [, E F(r4), which contradicts the irreducibility of x8 -- a. I 
LEMMA 3.3. If T < CQ and <qrl?r+, E F. then czTiz 66 F(a). 
ProoJ Clearly [2r+, E F(c4). Further, by Theorem A of [ 3 1, we have that 
T,V’(I,)*/F*) = (i,l+,F*) = Z,,. Also. by the same theorem, 
T2(F(a’14)*/F*) = Z, @ ZZT. If &, +* E F(a”4), then there would be an 
element of order 2T” in F(a”4), which is a contradiction, thus 
i,, /z c?L F(a). 1 
Now, let us consider the case where c4q2r+, 6? F. T > 3. 
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose T > 3, c, qzT+, b? F, then e < T + 1. Further. 
e = T + 1 zyf a = -(2 + v,~)’ c”, for some c E F’. 
Proof. Since <4r2r+, 6? F, we have that [F(c2r+2) : F] = 8, however, 
1 G/G’ I= 4 by Lemma 3.2, thus e < T + 1. 
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Clearly, &+, E F(a) iff F([,, +,) = F(a’14). If F([,, +,) = F(a”J). then 
i 2,+1 = ya “4, YE TmL)*/F*), and O,(y) = 27; thus y = (1 + czr)‘d, j odd 
and dE F. So tzrAl = d(1 + czr)’ a”47 c:, +, = cz7 = dzc’,,(2 + )I*,)~ a’!‘. 
Therefore, a = -c4(2 + qzr)‘, for some c E F. Conversely. the binomial 
.y4 -a =x4 + c4(2 + vz,)’ has a”4 = c&q2, +, as a root and F(a’jJ) = 
Qi,. %,+J = F(C,,.J. 1 
LEMMA 3.5. Suppose [,q,,+,@ F, T> 3, a=-(2 + qz,)‘. and 
e = T + 1, then G = Gal(F(a)/F) is group III in Y’. 
Proof: Let ai = a<:, i,, then (a,) = Gal(F(a)/F([,)) and CJ, restricted 
to F([,) is the non-trivial automorphism of F([,)/F. Thus o,(&,) = iz ,’ . 
Since u,(a) = a&,+,, we have that u,(a”4) = {,a”“. However, a”’ = ixt12, ,; 
thus u,(a”4)=[;‘u,(q2,+,), which in turn implies that u,(~~,.,)=-)I?,*,. 
This in turn implies that u, fixes c4 v2, ,, . Thus, ui restricted to F(a”‘) is the 
non-trivial automorphism of F(a”“)/F([, v2, ~ ,). Now, [, 6? F([, ?12, I ,) and 
i 27+ly--i;!‘+I are conjugate over F(c4q2, +,): thus. u,(&, *,) = -cz,‘. ,. which 
implies that u:(a) = -a = ai’ ‘(a), u; ‘(a) = -u&, , ,. Also u?(<?, ,) = 
-ip. I. and using the above information we obtain that CJ, u2u, ‘(u) = 
02 ” 2’ ‘(a). 
Consider the element u,uz. It is easy to show that (a,~~)’ = 1 and 
(u, a,) a?(~, u2) ’ = a; Ii” ‘. Hence G is group III of Y . 1 
We are only left with the case T = 2, i, ./21 6Z F. 
LEMMA 3.6. If T= 2, [, tljl cf F, and e > 4, then G is either abelian or it 
is group IV of 2. 
Proof. We have already considered the case when G is abelian. Thus we 
can assume that G is not abelian. that is. (I ) # G’. 
From the fact that T= 2, c4qz, 6Z F, we have that [F(<,,) : F’I = 2’ ‘, thus 
F(a’) = F(c,,.) is an abelian extension of F. This in turn implies that G’ = 
Gal(F(u)/F([,,.)). However, (cJ~) = Gal(F(a)/F(<,)), where a,(u) = UC:,.. thus 
G’ = (a;’ ‘). 
Now, since G is not abelian, 10,. uz 1 # 1, so Iu!, u? 1 = ui’ ‘. which yields 
that u,u2u, ’ =u~“‘~‘. If u E G, u @ (a?), then u = u, ui. for some j. and 
u,u~u2(u,u~)~‘=u,u2u, ‘=u;+2c 2. since (uZ) is abelian. Thus, G cannot 
be of type I. II, or III because uu?u ’ #u; * “’ ‘. for all u @ (~~1). thus G 
must be of type IV. u 
The preceding results allow us to obtain necessary and sufficient 
conditions for an irreducible binomial .x2’ - a to be normal over F for 
arbitrary fields with char F # 2. We shall, however. postpone this 
development until the end of the next section. It is not difficult to see that 
each of the groups from list i/ actually appears as the Galois group for 
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some radical extension F(u)/F, a”‘= a. This shall be proven explicitly in 
Theorem 4.3, however, for the rest of the section we shall assume that this 
has been proven. The reader can see that the following results are not used in 
Section 4. 
We shall next apply these results to the problem of computing 
C(F(u)/F, 2’). To do this it is sufficient to count the number of subgroups 
that each of the groups from list Y has. We shall accomplish this in the 
following series of lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let G be any of the groups in Y, then G contains exactl)? 
three subgroups of index 2 and every other proper subgroup is contained in 
one of these. 
Proof. Since G is a 2-group generated by 2 elements the number of 
subgroups of index 2 is 3 (see p. 123 of 181). The second part is 
Corollary 4.2.2 of [ 5 1. 1 
LEMMA 3.8. If G is one of the groups in .Y’, then the three different 
subgroups of index 2 in G are H, = (A), Hz = (AI, B). and H, = (A*, BA). 
Furthermore, if H < G, (HI = 2e-C, then A2’ E H. 
Proof: The Lemma follows by an easy calculation. m 
LEMMA 3.9. Let Hi, i = 1, 2, 3, be as in Lemma 3.8. Then: 
(i) If e = 3 and G is quaternion, then H, and H, are both cyclic. If 
e = 3 and G is dihedral, then Hz and H, are both isomorphic to Z, @ Zz. 
(ii) If e > 4 and G is of type I or II, then both H, and H, are of types 
I and II. respectively. 
(iii) If e > 4 and G is of t?‘pe III, then H, is a dihedral group and H, 
is a generalized quaternion group. 
(iv) If e > 4 and G is of type IV, then Hz = Zz @ Zzt, ? and 
H, = Z,,, 1. 
Proof A simple calculation verifies (i). (ii), and (iii). To prove 
(iv) one observes that BA*=BA.A==zA’~“’ ‘BA=A’i”’ ‘BAB ‘B= 
A , 4 2C’ ‘f’r2r ‘B = A’B; thus Hz is abelian. However, B @ (A). so Hz = 
Zz (3 Zzc, ?. To show that H, is cyclic, one observes that (&I)* = BABA = 
BAB- IB*A =Alt?C ?A = (~*)liZ” l, however, since 1 + 2”m3 is odd, we 
have that (A*) = ((A’)“*‘~‘): thus H, = (AB) is cyclic, a 
Now we sketch the proof of the theorem that will give us C(F@)/F, 2k), 
for 1 < k < e. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let x”’ - a be irreducible and normal. with 
Gal(F(a)/F) = G, where a*” = a and char F # 2. Then: 
(I) ZfG is oftvpe IV, C(F(CI)/F,~~)=~, 1 <k<e- 1. 
(2) Zf G is of type I, 11, or III, then C(F(n)/F, 2A) = 2” + 1, for 
l<k<e-2. 
If G is of tvpe I, then C(F(a)/F, 2’- ‘) = 1. 
If G is of type II, then C(F(a)/F, 2+‘) = 2’-’ + 1. 
Zf G is of fjpe III, then C(F(a)/F, 2+‘) = 2”’ + 1. 
Proof, If G is of type IV, then by Lemma 3.9, H, and H, are cyclic 
subgroups and they both contain the subgroup (A ‘). However, / H,l = 2’- ‘, 
and H, = (A ‘, B) : Z2+? @ Z,. Therefore, it is sufftcient to count the 
subgroups of H, and this group has three different subgroups of each order. 
If G is of type III, then by Lemma 3.9. Hz is a dihedral group and H, is a 
generalized quaternion, so we will count first the number of subgroups of the 
groups of type I and type II. The proof goes by induction, observing that if 
H < G, then H is a cyclic group or H and G are of the same type, by 
Lemma 3.9. Also H G Hi, for some i = 1, 2, 3, by Lemma 3.7, and if 
[G : H] = 2k, then H is contained in a subgroup of G of index 2km ‘. 
If k = 1, then the number of subgroups of index 2 in G is 3, by 
Lemma 3.7, where one of these subgroups is cyclic. Assume that the number 
of subgroups of index 2h is 2” + 1, where 1 < k < e - 3. To count the 
number of subgroups of index 2k+‘, it is sufficient to count the number of 
subgroups of index 2 in each subgroup of index 2k. Let H be a non-cyclic 
subgroup of index 2k, then H contains three subgroups Gi, i = 1, 2, 3, with 
[G : Gi] = 2k+‘, G, = (A*‘), and Gz, G, not contained in any other subgroup 
of index 2/‘. Thus the number of subgroups of index 2k” is 
2(2k + 1 ~ 1) + 1 = 2”+ ’ + 1. To count the number of subgroups of index 
2’-‘. observe that a generalized quaternion has a unique element of order 2. 
and a dihedral group of order 2’ has 2’-’ + 1 involutions. 
For the group G of type III, the above argument works for the case 
1 <k < e - 2. For k = e - 1, note that H, and H, contain a unique 
involution, .4 *‘-I, which is also contained in H,, a dihedral group with 
2’-* + 1 involutions. 1 
4. ROOTS OF IRREDUCIBLE BINOMIALS IN RADICAL EXTENSIONS 
In this section we consider which subextensions of F(a)/F are defined by a 
root of an irreducible binomial and how such binomials are related to 
xm-a. Specifically we characterize B(F(a)/F) = (p E F(a): IF@) : Fj = 
O,(p)}, the set of elements of F(a) which satisfy irreducible binomials over 
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F, describe the irreducible binomials over F with roots in F(a), and classify 
them up to equivalence (defined in Section 1). As usual in these studies, the 
powers of 2 cause complications, as the next lemma indicates. 
Recall the conventions introduced in Section 1. If m is even, then 
char F # 2. Also, in equations, small latin letters shall denote elements from 
F. Given m, we say that a - b at m if there exists a c E F such that a = b’c”, 
(i,j) = 1. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let m = 2’rn,, (m-,, 2) = 1, and /? E B(F(a))lF), then p = 
~~,(a“‘)‘~, where k ( O,((a”)‘) and p E B(F(amO)/F). 
Conversely, if/?E B(F(amO)/F) and & E F(a) such that k 1 O,.((a”)‘). then 
I,Ja*‘)‘~E B(F(a)/F). 
Proof This representation is a direct result of Theorem A of [ 3 ). 1 
In the following we may assume that m, = 1 since Lemma 4.1 reduces the 
problem of determining B(F(a)/F) to one of determining B(F(a”o)/F). 
Further, if [, 66 F(a)\F, then T2(F(a)*/F*) = (aF*) (m, = 1) so if 
p E B(F(a)/F), O,.(p) = 2k, then /I = car’? Ir, (r, 2) = 1; thus b = c”a’. For 
char F # 2 and 6, @ F recall that q2, = cz, + [,’ and T = max(t: flz, E F} if 
the set is finite and T = co otherwise. Furthermore, set E = 1 if T = co and 
E = (2 + v~~)‘~-* otherwise. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let x4 - a be irreducible over F with [, @ F (char F # 2). 
Then F([,) = F(a’12) ifs -a E F2. Let -a E F2. then x” i F J-a are 
irreducible for all k. Further, xzk - a, szk - e 6, x1’ $ E 4% are 
mutuallv inequivalent. 
ProoJ The lirst assertion is obvious and the irreducibility follows by 
applying Theorem 5 1 of [ 61. If C4 E F(drm then this would imply that 
one of x2 f E v& is reducible, a contradiction. Thus, <, @ F(\/I77 g). 
However, if a is any root of x2’ - a, then 5, f F(a), which implies that 
.P - a is not equivalent to either x” f F fi. Let /3:” = c 6. 
pi” = --t: @, and suppose that F@,) = F(P,). Since [, @ Fvi), i = 1, 2, we 
have that F@,)/F have the usp by Theorem 2.1. So the unique quadratic 
fields contained in these two fields must be the same. That is, F(‘Jq = 
F(dT3, which implies that c4 E F@,), a contradiction. Thus F(P,) # 
F(J?J and the binomials are inequivalent. 1 
Set R=min{e- 1, T- l}. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let m = 2’. c, E F(a)\F, p E B(F(a)/F), p” = b, k Q e. If 
k > R + 1, then F(P) = F(aZemk). If k < R, then b - a or b - *e fig at 2”. 
If k > R + 1 and e > T, then b-a or b - (2 + v2,)“~ ‘a at 2”. Ij’F(P) = 
F(a” “) and either k < R or e < T, then b - a at 2k. Conversely. F(a) 
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contains the splitting fields of xlHiL - a, x2’ + E 6. Further, if k > R + 1 
and e > T, then F(a) contains a root of the irreducible binomial 
.P - (2 + q2,)2km’a. 
Proof: We first wish to show that if k > R + 1, then F@) = F(a”‘~ “). If 
e < T, then R = e - 1 and k > R + 1 = e, so k = e and the assertion is 
obvious. Thus we may assume that T < e, so R = T - 1 and k > T. 
A;sume i, 6J F(P). then the order of p over F([,) is still 2” and F(<,, /I) = 
F(a ’ ), since F(a)/F([,) has the usp. By Theorem A of 13 1, /3 = yar”’ ’ ‘. 
where y E F(i,), (r. 2) = 1. Thus b =/I’” = yzkarzt ‘, so ylk C$ F, yet $kt’ E F, 
so O,(y) = 2k’ ‘. However. by Corollary 1.2 of [ 3 1. k + 1 < T, which 
contradicts the assumption that k > T. Hence if k > T, [, E F(J?), so F(P) = 
F(aZemk), since F(a)/F([,) has the usp. 
Let /I E B(F(a)/F), Of@) = 2k. b =p’“. We consider two cases: (A) 
(A) If & E F@), then F(P) = F(a”‘-‘), so p = yarZL’ ‘. r odd, 1’ E F([,), 
O,(y) < 2k. By Theorem A of [ 31, if T= co, T(F([,)*/F*) = (cz,F*: for all 
t) and if T<m, T(F([,)*/F*)=((~+I&,)F*)~Z,,. If T=a3, then 
jl=ccz,. l<k+ 1. If I=k+ 1, then b=/I”=cZk(-l)arEF2 since -aEF’ 
(recall <, E F(a)\F iff -a E F’). Thus I < k + 1 and b = c”a’; thus b - a at 
2k. Hence we may assume that 7’ < 00. Thus i’ = c( 1 + c,,)“‘, i odd. 
Assume that k > R + 1 and e > T. If 1 > 0, then ;I” E F’“. so b -a at 2”. 
If I= 0, then ‘J” = ~‘~(2 + I]~,)“’ ’ = ct’(2 + rjz,)” I, for proper choice of c, : 
thus b - (2 + qz,)” ‘a at 2h. 
Assume that k <R or e < T. As before, if I> 0, then 11” E F”, so b - a at 
2k. If I= 0. then ;lZk = c’“&$” ‘(2 + v,,)“~ ‘, so T- 1 < k - 1. since <, @ F. If 
T- 1 = k - 1. then b = ~‘~(2 + q2,)“” ‘(-1 ) a” E F’, a contradiction. Thus 
T < k. By assumption if e > T, then k < R = T - 1, which contradicts T < k. 
Thus e < T and T < k imply that e < k, again a contradiction since p E F(u): 
thus k < e. Hence If 0. 
(B) [, @ E’v). Then F(P, [,) = F(a” ’ ‘). so p= ;ur”’ ’ ‘. r odd. 
;lE F([,), and b = j~“(;~“’ ’ E F; thus )‘Ik @ F, but :I”“ E F, so O,.(y) = 2h’ ‘. 
If T= 03, then ;‘==c[~~,~; thus b = c”ur”’ ‘[, = cf”<, \/;4 = cf” fi for 
proper choice of c, ; thus b - +fi at 2”. Hence, we can assume that 
T< co. Then ‘i’ = c( 1 + iJ2’. so b = $“( 1 + ~2,)i?“A ar?” ’ = 
$“<:2,’ 1 k 1 (2 + ql,)“‘*’ ’ ar2” ‘. Since a”” ’ & F, we have that <;I;‘” ’ 6? F. yet 
<$‘” E F. so I+ k - 1 = T- 2. Thus b = cf’(2 + v2,)” ’ 6, for proper 
choice of c, ; hence b - *(2 + rlz,)” ’ fiat 2h. 
Now, to prove the converse. Suppose k > R + 1 and e > T and suppose 
b = (2 + v*,)~ ‘a, then F(b”‘) = F(a’j’) = F([,); thus & E F(P), where 
/I’^ = b. For some i, /I = a”’ ’ d/2 + q2, <ki = a”’ “(qz,, ,) <ii. It is not the case 
that F(P) = F(a”’ “). for all choices of i. However, since (cl,. ,) qr,, , = 
1 + iz,. and k > T + 1, there must exist an i such that (ye?, j ,) [ih = 
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1 + cZr E F(a), and this implies that, for this choice of i, F(P) = F(a2’-k); 
thus F(a) contains a root of x2k - (2 + ~~,)~~~‘a. 
Since ?f2, E F, czr E F(r4). Thus F(a) contains the splitting field of 
?“‘-a. If T=co, then e=l and ([z,.,la)2’~‘=~ and (a[~c+l)‘c ‘= 
Tfi, so F(a) contains the roots of x2’ -’ f \r-. Assume now that T < 00. 
If e 2 T, set /I, = (1 + c2,) a*‘-‘, and p, = (1 + iz7)” a”‘-‘, then p;’ ’ = 
(2 + v2,)” ’ fi and ((2 + 727)-l pz)27 ’ = -(2 + vZ,)” ’ fi. If e < T. 
set p, = (1 + [2,)“mpa and 8, = ((1 + izl)” “)ja, then pi’ ’ = 
(2 + ?I~,)~’ ’ @ and ((2 + q2,))” “p2)“’ ’ = -(2 + q2,)” ’ G. So F(a) 
contains all of the roots of .x2’ k (2 + P/~,)*’ ’ 6. 1 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose xk - b is irreducible, p” = b, /I E F(a), k = 2’lk,, 
k, odd. Then F(j?) = F(a m’kC&) if either i, 6G F(a)\F(P) or e, = 0. Further, 
(i) if& E F(P) and b 7L a at k, then T < 00, 2Tt1 ( k, and b - (2 + q2,)h’2a at 
k. (ii) Zf [, 65 Fv) then 2Ri’Jik and b - (&E G)‘“azp’ at k. 
Proof By Theorem 2.3 we can see that F@) = K,(am’ku<$, for some i, 
where K, is the unique subfield of F(j3) of degree 2’1 over F. If e, q = 0, then 
K, = F and the assertion is obvious. Thus assume e, > 0 and rJ @ F(a)\F@). 
If [, @ F(a)\F, then K, = F(amlZt” ) and the result follows. If [, EI F(a)\F. 
then i, E F(P) and again K, = F(am’2P’). Conversely, if F(P) = F(a”‘k$J and 
e, > 0, then F(P) I> F(a”“*“l ) 2 F(i,), if i, E F(a)\F; thus i, 62 F(a)\F(P). 
(i) Assume <, E F(P) and b 7L a at k, then F(pkCl) = F(am’*“‘) 2 F(<,). 
Since F(P) 2 F(am’ku[$, it follows that b - a at k,,. However, since b 4 a at 
k. we have that b 7L a at 2”. Now, by Theorem 4.1, we have that T < o, 
e, 3 T + 1, and b - (2 + t]21)2”1 ‘a at 2”. A little calculation then yields that 
b - (2 + ~l~,)~‘~a at k. 
(ii) Now, let us assume that [, @ F@). Then 2K ’ ’ kk, by Theorem 4.1. 
Further p”’ = c~(u~‘~~)Q, (rz, k,) = 1, and /IA0 = c,(h”*“)‘I, (r,. 2”) = 1, 
where h = rtt‘ vG. Choose .X,J so that xr2 = 1 + A, k,, r, J’= 1 + 2”A2. 
then for 1 = 2”~ $ k,~‘, we have that (I, k) = 1. Then p’ =p-r2”~krr,‘ = 
c,(a mlki,)-~l~(hli*P’)?‘r,, w,,ere cj = c;c.;. Thus b’ = @“)k = C:(a.rrz)?“‘(h?“‘)h,, = 
Cha?L’lhh”, where c = c3a-“lh-‘z. 
Hence, b - aZ”hkll, at k, where h is as above. 1 
As a special case of Theorem 4.2, namely, when k = m. we can obtain the 
characterization of equivalent binomials which is due to Schinzel 1101. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Assume that x”’ - a. x”’ - b are irreducible binomials 
with char Fkm, and Abe-’ 6? F” for all t prime to m. Then xm - a - 9’ - b 
iffi, E F(a)\F, T < 00. 2”+’ / m, and b’ = ~“‘(2 + qI,)m.iza, for some t prime 
tom. I 
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We will now use the results of Sections 3 and 4 to characterize those 
binomials ,yZr - a which are irreducible and normal, over fields of charac- 
teristic different from 2, and their corresponding Galois groups. 
If [, E F, set A = max(t: &, E F} if the set is finite, otherwise set A = co. 
Set G = Gal(F(a)/F), for a”’ = a and .rZr - a irreducible and normal. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let F be a field with char F # 2 and e 2 3. Then s” - a 
is irreducible and normal orler F iff one of the following conditions holds. 
(A) [, E F. (i) e <A and a @ F2 or (ii) e > A and a = c2”b”‘~ ‘Cz (. In 
both of these cases G = ZIP. 
(B) {, @ F. (i) T= 2, \T-z6? F, then either a = -6”’ ‘c”’ and G = 
Z, @ Z,, ~,, or e > 4, a = -b2p~‘22C~‘c2r, and G is of type IV. (ii) T= 2. 
fl E F, then e = 3, a = -b2c8, 4b’ @ FS, and G is the quaternion group, 
(iii) T > 2, i, qzr + I @F,ande,<T+ 1. Thene=T+ 1 iffa=-(2+q2,)‘c”’ 
or a = -(2 + q2,-)2(2 + r],,)“‘ml c”, and G is of type III. If e < T then a = 
-b2c2’, b’ cf F’. and G is the dihedral group. (iv) T > 2. [, ‘I?, , , E F. and 
e < T+ 1. Then e = T + 1 ljjf a = -b*(2 + qZr)” ml c” or a = -b2c”‘, where 
b2 k? F” and G is the quaternion group. If e < T, then a = -b2c2”. b’ @ FJ. 
and G is the dihedral group. (v) T= 00, a = -b’c”, b’ 6S FJ, and G is the 
dihedral group. 
ProojI (A) [, E F. (i) If e <A. then [,<,E F, so x’~-Q is irreducible 
and normal iff .xZe - a is irreducible and this occurs iff a 6C F2. 
(ii) if e > A, then xzp - a is normal iff ize E F(u). However, IF([,,) : F] = 
2E-A. thus F(a”)= F([,,), so a2’ = bi,,., and a = a*‘= (0;“)” ’ = 
(b&vi2 ’ = b” ‘r2.d 65 F2, since czl 6C F2. In both cases F(a)/F has the usp, so 
G is cyclic. 
(B) [, C$ F. The extension is normal iff cze E F(a). (i) T = 2. G 6? F. 
then [F(c2?) : F] = 2e-‘. Thus F(a)/F is normal iff F(a’) = F([,,.). Also a’, 
i 2P satisfy the irreducible binomials .Y? I - (7, ,y2”- ’ + 1, respectively; thus 
x2+l - a m x2’ ~’ + 1, so we can apply Corollary 4.1. 
Ife-1=2,thena=(-l)b”,soY-u==.Y*+b’. 
If e - 1 > 3. then a = (-1) b2’-’ or a = (-1) b’” 2”- ‘. If (I = (-1) b”’ ’ 
then G is Z,@ Z,,-,. If a = (-l)bzC ‘2’-’ then G is not abelian 
(Theorem 2.1 of [ 11 I). so G must be of type IV. 
(ii) T= 2, fl E F. By Lemma 3.3, czJ @ F(a), so e < 3, yet e > 3. by 
assumption, thus e = 3. Since F(<,) = F(<,), we have that F(a’) = F([,); thus 
a4 = b[,, a = -6’. In order for x’ - a to be irreducible we must have that 
-4a = 4b2 6$ FJ. By Lemma 3.2, G is not abelian and in fact, G is the 
generalized quaternion group by Corollary 3.1. 
(iii) T > 2. i,,q2,, , 66 F. By Lemma 3.4 we have that e & 7’+ 1. Further 
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E= T+ 1 iff a--(2 + vZ7)* at 2’. so a=-(2 + ~2,)zc’t’ or a= 
-(2 + ?7,J2(2 + y12,)2~+z c*’ by Theorem 4.2. By Lemma 3.5, G is of type III. 
If e < T, then F(cr)/F is normal iff F(a”‘) = F([,) = F([,,,), since e < T. 
thus a”’ = b[,, CI = -b’. To insure that .Y’ - a is irreducible. we must have 
that -4a = 4b’ & F4. But this is equivalent to 6’ & FJ since $5 F. By 
Corollary 3.1. G is the dihedral group. 
(iv) T> 2, &1121+i E F. By Lemma 3.3, e < T + 1. Further, F(a)/F is 
normal iff F(u I!‘) = F(&) = F([,,,) since e < T + 1. Thus, a ’ ‘I = b[, . 
a = -b*, and b* 6?! F4 to ensure that xyl - a is irreducible. 
If e=T+ 1, then u--b* at 2 implies that a = -b’c”’ or 
a = -b*(2 + Us,)“’ ’ cl”, by Theorem 4.2. and G is the generalized 
quaternion by Corollary 3.1. 
If e < T+ 1, then a - -6’ at 2 implies that a = -b’c” and G is the 
dihedral group, by Corollary 3.1. 
(v) T= co, then F(a)/F is normal iff F(u”‘) = F([,) = F([?,.), since 
T= 00. Thus a = -b’ and to ensure that x1 - a is irreducible we must have 
that b’ 65 F’. Thus a = -b*c*” and G is the dihedral group by 
Corollary 3.1. I 
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